TOD D KERNS
SLASH and the Conspirators
Age of Electric
Photo by Adrian O’Brien
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DAN I EL DO NATO
Session Guitarist
Premier Guitar

PRESTI GE GU ITARS
From the start, we set out to build guitars
that are classic and timeless. From wood to
components and all aspects of fit and
finish, we maintain the utmost in quality.
Now going into our 14th year, our
award-winning line has rounded out to
feature a full range of solid body and
semi-hollow electrics, as well as hand
carved acoustic guitars.
The process starts with our obsession in
sourcing the top tonewoods available, for
use in each and every guitar we build. In
order to ensure the greatest quality
figuring and consistency throughout our
line, we take great pride in hand selecting
every piece of wood that goes into each
instrument. Our Heritage Series electrics

feature Solid carved Flame, Quilt, Burl and
Spalt Maple Tops; while our Eclipse series
acoustics feature Solid Spruce, Cedar,
Khaya, Rosewood and Koa.
Our wood vault houses anything and everything from Brazilian Rosewood, South
American Cocobolo, Hawaiian KOA, African
Zebrawood; to any type of Maple you can
imagine. Being situated in Vancouver,
Canada; we are fortunate to have access to
some of the highest quality Maple right in
our back yard and we take full advantage.
Our custom shop approach to building
guitars has led us to join forces with the
best known and most respected OEM and
component manufacturers on the planet. We
exclusively use Seymour Duncan USA Pick-

ups, TonePros Locking Bridges, TUSQ XL
nuts, Alpha Pots, Grover Tuners, and
Bigsby USA Vibratos, on every one of our
instruments.
At Prestige, we build guitars with the
player in mind. We strive to raise the bar
and continually outdo ourselves with the
guitars that bear our name. Our passion and
dedication to our craft can be found in
every single instrument leaving our shop.
Whether you are on stage, in the studio or
at home honing your craft, your Prestige
will deliver, each and every time you pick
it up.
Welcome to our Twenty Seventeen Catalogue.

USA
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CLASSI C
The Classic was created for those who love all
that a single cutaway solid body guitar has to
offer, but do not want to sling over 9 lbs of
rock n roll over their shoulder night after
night. With all the same appointments as the
Heritage Standard including a pair of Seymour
Duncan Humbuckers, ’59 in the neck and a JB in
the bridge or a pair of Seymour Duncan P90’s
(*Classic TBK), this guitar is only light on one
thing...weight. Every ounce of tone still remains
in this lighter cousin of “The Standard”. We
managed to shave about a third of the weight on
this model with a fully contoured solid Mahogany body, Flame Maple veneer top and a series of
strategic cutaways in all the right places. Light
on weight, heavy on everything else.
Body: Solid Mahogany with Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Trapeze
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers - SH 1-59
(neck) and SH4-JB (bridge) on Sunburst model,
Seymour Duncan Dual SP-90-1 Alnico on Trans
Black model
Bridge: TonePros locking bridge and saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Chrome
Finish: Sunburst - Classic SB,
Trans Black - Classic TBK

Classi c TBK

Classi c SB

H ERITAGE STAN DARD
The Heritage Standard is the model that started
it all. The “Standard” was the solid body guitar
we always wanted. A solid mahogany body and neck,
topped off with a solid 3/4 inch carved slab of
Canadian hard maple with your choice of AA or
AAA Grade Quilted or Flamed. Cream 3 ply binding
surrounds the body and cream binding accents the
rosewood fingerboard and headstock. We loaded the
Standard with all chrome hardware and a pair of
Seymour Duncan Humbuckers; ’59 in the neck and a
JB in the bridge to give you a complete tonal
range. Lots of clean headroom with all the bite
and gain you could ever hope for.

Body: Mahogany with Solid Carved AA-AAA
Quilt or Flame Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Block
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers - SH 1-59
(neck) and SH4-JB (bridge)
Bridge: TonePros locking bridge and saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Chrome
Finish: Sunburst or Black

H eritage Stan dard QM SB
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H eritage Stan dard BK

H eritage Stan dard FM SB

TROU BADO U R
The Prestige Troubadour is a single cutaway
solid body guitar, boasting a killer combo of a
carved Maple top and solid Mahogany body and
neck. This guitar is finished in matte black
with cream 3 ply binding surrounding the body,
neck and headstock. The Troubadour features an
ebony fingerboard, and clean understated offset
Pearl dot inlays. All nickel hardware including
TonePros locking bridge, a pair of Seymour
Duncan Humbucker pickups; SH-1 '59 (neck) & SH-4
JB (bridge); a set of fat nickel knurled knobs
and a nickel 3-way toggle top off this sleek
rock n roll machine.
Body: Mahogany with Solid Carved Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Dot
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers - SH 1-59
(neck) and SH4-JB (bridge)
Bridge: TonePros locking bridge and saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Nickel
Finish: Satin/Matte Black

Trou badou r

H ERITAGE D ELUXE M C
The Heritage Deluxe was our first collaboration
with, recording artist Todd Kerns (SLASH, Age of
Electric). The "Deluxe” is built to the same specs
as the Heritage Standard, but features a unique
Metallic Charcoal finish and a US Bigsby B5
Vibrato. Equipped with a pair of Seymour Duncan
Humbuckers; ’59 in the neck and a JB in the
bridge, this guitar is 100% pure rock ‘n’ roll.

Body: Mahogany with Solid Carved Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Block
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers - SH 1-59
(neck) and SH4-JB (bridge)
Tailpiece & Bridge: Bigsby USA B5 Vibrato,
TonePros locking bridge with roller saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Chrome
Finish: Metallic Charcoal

H eritage D eluxe M C
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REX BROWN
Rex Brown Solo
Pantera
KDH
Photo by Neil Zlozower
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REX BROWN
Rex Brown Solo, Pantera, KDH
Rex Brown is an American musician and author,
best known as founding member of and longtime
bassist for the Grammy nominated, platinum
selling group, PANTERA (1982-2003). He is a
former member of the band DOWN (2003-2011) and
is currently the bassist for KILL DEVIL HILL.
He is now heading up his first major solo
project, with the album “REX BROWN – Smoke On
This...” set for release in Summer 2017. Rex now
takes the helm as lead vocalist, Guitar and
Bass.

"REX BROWN CUSTO M" SI GNATU RE M OD EL
The Rex Brown Custom Signature Model is a single cutaway solid body,
designed in direct collaboration with Rex and to his exacting “dream
guitar” specs. In creating the this model, we incorporated Rex’s deep
appreciation for vintage tone and feel, while bringing the best modern
components offered to ensure that this beast would be able to capture
his distinct voice both in the studio and on the road. The “REX” boasts a
killer combo of a carved Maple top and solid Mahogany body and neck.
This guitar is finished in matte black with cream 3 ply binding
surrounding the body, neck and headstock. In order to keep this guitar
sounding bright and punchy, we went with a rosewood fingerboard and we
put Rex’s very personal touch on the fingerboard with a Custom Skull
Inlay designed directly from a ring he wears day-to-day. Custom relic’d
nickel hardware includes TonePros locking bridge and saddle, Grover
Mini-Locking Rotomatic Tuners and nickel knurled knobs. We completed
this beast with the perfect voice for this truly badass signature guitar;
a pair of Seymour Duncan “Saturday Night Special” Humbucker pickups.

Body: Solid Carved Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Skull Inlays
Pickups: Seymour Duncan “Saturday Night Special” Humbucker
with Antiquities Covers
Bridge: Relic’d Nickel TonePros locking bridge and saddles
Tuners: Relic’d Nickel Grover 18:1 Tuners
Hardware: Nickel
Finish: Satin/Matte Black

Rex Brown Custom
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TOD D KERNS
SLASH featuring Myles Kennedy and the Conspirators, Age of Electric
Todd 'Dammit' Kerns, is best known as bass player/backing vocalist of
SLASH feat Myles Kennedy and The Conspirators. He is also the front man
and guitarist for legendary Canadian rock band Age Of Electric, and a
multi-instrumentalist, singer, songwriter and producer. Basically Todd
does it all and rarely, if ever, slows down.
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TO D D KERNS ANTI-STAR BASS
The Signature Todd ‘DAMMIT’ Kerns Anti-Star Bass is the culmination
of R&D carried out on rock n roll stages all over the world, with bass
guitars of all shapes and descriptions. The resulting design was a
direct collaboration between Todd ‘DAMMIT’ Kerns and the Prestige
Guitars design team and is an absolute embodiment of the tone and
playing style Todd is known for. Straight ahead, full-force, rock n
roll. The Anti-Star’s unique offset body shape features a 7 piece
mahogany/walnut neck-through design with reverse headstock, coupled
with ebony fingerboard and a Hipshot full contact bridge, to drive
that huge, powerful, thunderous tone and maximize every ounce of
string vibration. Tone controls are stripped down to the bare essentials; Volume control and On/Off kill switch. Pickups are Seymour
Duncan Custom Shop Signature ‘Todd Kerns’ passive bass pickups, wound
hotter than normal for a little extra punch. A TUSQ XL Nut and a set
of Grover Titan Machine Heads completes this rock n roll machine.

Body: 7 piece Mahogany/Walnut
Neck: Neck through, C shaped
Scale: 34”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1.6” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Thumbnail, “DAMMIT” logo at 12th fret
Pickguard: Black half-guard, with red “Anti-Star logo
Pickup: Seymour Duncan USA - Todd Kerns
Bridge: Hipshot Super Tone 3 Point Bridge
Tuners: Grover Titan
Hardware: Black
Finish: Gloss Black
Comes with a Certificate of Authenticity signed by Todd Kerns

Tod d Kerns anti-star Bass

TO D D KERNS ANTI-STAR VI
The Signature Todd ‘DAMMIT’ Kerns Anti-Star VI Guitar is the 6
string guitar counterpart to the original Anti-Star Bass. As Todd
spends an almost equal amount of time playing a six-string and
singing lead in a number of projects including Legendary Canadian
Rock Act – “Age Of Electric”, it only made sense for him to have a
guitar to ensure that he is rarely without a Prestige in hand. The
Anti-Star neck through design was a direct collaboration between Todd
‘DAMMIT’ Kerns and the Prestige Guitars design team and is an absolute embodiment of the playing style Todd is known for. Straight
ahead, full-force, rock n roll. The Anti-Star VI Guitar’s unique offset
body shape features a 7 piece mahogany/maple neck-through design with
reverse headstock and coupled with rosewood fingerboard. Hardware
includes all nickel TonePros bridge and saddle, Grover 18:1 Tuners and
vintage chrome topped witch hat control knobs. Controls include 3 way
toggle switch, Bridge Volume, Neck Volume and Master Tone. Pickups
are Seymour Duncan Saturday Night Specials. The Anti-Star VI is a
vintage infused, complete and total, rock n roll machine.

Body: 7 piece Mahogany/Maple
Neck: Neck through, C shaped
Scale: 25”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Thumbnail Inlays, “DAMMIT” logo at 12th fret
Pickguard: Black half-guard, with red “Anti-Star logo
Pickups: Seymour Duncan “Saturday Night Special” Humbucker
Bridge: TonePros locking bridge and saddle
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Nickel
Finish: Available in Satin/Matte Black or Vintage White, each with
matching pickguard and Custom Truss Rod Cover
Comes with a Certificate of Authenticity signed by Todd Kerns

Tod d Kerns Anti-star VI BK

Tod d Kerns Anti-star VI WH
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GI N GER WI LD H EART
The Wildhearts
Hey! Hello!
Mutation
The Ginger Wildheart Band
Photo by Ian Pickles
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LAN CE HARVI LL
Rex Brown Solo
Photo by Adrian O’Brien

H ERITAGE ELITE
The Heritage Elite, is the crown jewel in our
Heritage solid body lineup. The “Elite” features a
unique single cutaway body design with a contoured
back and crescent neck junction allowing better access
to the top of the fingerboard and lessening the
overall weight of the guitar. The Elite features
nearly every high-end appointment that the discerning player might want to see. The Elite is built with
a solid Mahogany body, topped off with a solid ¾ inch
carved slab of Canadian hard maple in Gloss Black
finish. To properly accent this stunning top, we added
a rectangular Mother of Pearl and abalone inlay
design on a bound ebony fingerboard, and 3 stripe
binding on the top of the body. As if that weren’t
rich enough, we topped it off with all nickel or gold
hardware and a pair of Seymour Duncan Humbuckers,
’59 in the neck and a JB in the bridge. The Elite
remains in a class all its own.
Body: Mahogany with Solid Carved AA-AAA
Quilt or Flame Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl and Abalone Rectangle
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers
SH 1-59 (neck) and SH4-JB (bridge)
Bridge: TonePros Tuneomatic TPFP Bridge and
Saddle
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Nickel on Sunburst, Gold on Black
Finish: Sunburst or Black

H eritage Elite SB QM

H eritage Elite BK

H eritage Elite SB FM
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H ERITAGE PREM I ER SPALT MAPLE
The Heritage Premier guitars showcase the evolution in our
Heritage series solid body electrics. The Premier Spalt Maple
boasts a combo of solid carved AAA Spalt Maple top and natural
gloss finish, allowing every inch of gorgeous wood grain to show
through. The balance of the body and neck is solid mahogany with
ebony fingerboard, featuring mother of pearl and abalone inlays.
Hardware includes all gold TonePros locking bridge and 18:1
Grover Tuners. We’ve also loaded up a pair of Seymour Duncan
Humbucker pickups; SH-1 ’59 (neck) & SH-4 JB (bridge). Lots of clean
head room with all the bite and gain you could ever hope for.

Body: Mahogany with Solid Carved AAA Spalt Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl and Abalone Rectangle
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers - SH 1-59 (neck) and SH4-JB
(bridge)
Bridge: TonePros Tuneomatic TPFP Bridge and Saddle
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Gold
Finish: Natural

H eritage Prem i er Spalt Maple
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H ERITAGE PREM I ER BU RL MAPLE
The Heritage Premier guitars showcase the evolution in our
Heritage series solid body electrics. The “Premier Burl” features
a unique single cutaway body design with a contoured back and
crescent neck junction allowing better access to the top of the
fingerboard and lessening the overall weight of the guitar. The
Premier Burl features a solid carved 3/4” AAA Burl Maple top,
finished in natural gloss; allowing every inch of gorgeous wood
grain to show through. The balance of the body and neck is solid
Mahogany with ebony fingerboard, featuring mother of pearl and
abalone fret inlays. Hardware includes all-gold TonePros locking
bridge and 18:1 Grover Tuners. This guitar comes loaded with
Seymour Duncan SH-1 (59) bridge pickup and Seymour Duncan Phat
Cat neck pickup. This pickup combo was selected to better accentuate the glassy clarity, chime and warm midrange punch on this
premier model and to provide a unique range of tone by blending
humbucker and single coil.

Body: Mahogany with Solid Carved AAA Burl Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl and Abalone Rectangle
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Phat Cat
Bridge: TonePros Tuneomatic TPFP Bridge and Saddle
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Gold
Finish: Natural

H eritage Prem i er Bu rL Maple

H ERITAGE PREM I ER ZEBRAWOOD
The Premier Zebrawood boasts a killer combo of solid carved
Zebrawood top and natural finish, allowing every inch of
gorgeous wood grain to show through. The “Premier Zebrawood”
features a unique single cutaway body design with a contoured
back and crescent neck junction allowing better access to the top
of the fingerboard and lessening the overall weight of the
guitar. The Premier Zebrawood features a solid carved 3/4”
Zebrawood top, finished in natural gloss. The balance of the body
and neck is solid Mahogany with ebony fingerboard, featuring
mother of pearl and abalone fret inlays. Hardware includes
all-gold Tone- Pros locking bridge and 18:1 Grover Tuners. The
Zebra- wood features a set of Seymour Duncan Pearly Gates
pickups, which are an Alnico 2 humbucker, packing tons of focused
midrange but with a unique sizzle and growl all their own. The
Prestige design team hand selected the Pearly Gates as a near
perfect compliment to the natural tone of Zebrawood. The pair
creates a perfect balance to cover everything from country and
classic rock, to heavy blues and modern rock.

Body: Mahogany with Solid, Carved Zebrawood Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl and Abalone Rectangle
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Pearly Gates Humbucker Pickups
Bridge: TonePros Tuneomatic TPFP Bridge and Saddle
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Gold
Finish: Natural

H eritage Prem i er Zebrawood
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CO RY CH U RKO
Shania Twain, Kelly Clarkson
Cory Churko has enjoyed a multi-faceted career in the music industry for over 30 years. His time working with Shania Twain, Kelly
Clarkson and Reba McEntire and talents as an award winning guitarist, multi-instrumentalist, vocalist, mix engineer and digital
editor are only some of the reasons why he is one of the most sought after and valued people in the entertainment industry. Cory's
behind the scenes credits are equally as impressive. As a mix engineer and programmer, he has worked side by side with such music
production giants as Mutt Lange, Mike Shipley, Nigel Green, Ron Fair, Rob Cavallo, Mathew Wilder, John Fields and Ron Aniello.
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CO RY CH U RKO SI GNATU RE M OD EL
The Cory Churko Signature Model is based on our Award-Winning
Heritage Hollow Guitar, tweaked to perfectly fit Cory’s playing
style and chosen aesthetic. This guitar is a true hollow body
electric Guitar, but rather than the commonly used laminate back
and sides, this guitars features a hand selected solid carved
Bird’s Eye Maple Top and solid Mahogany back. There is no
center block aside from a small support block placed directly
under the bridge, which keeps this guitar on the lighter side,
while just a single F-Hole moves this guitar into the rock n roll
realm. Tonally, this modern twist on our classic design, coupled
with a pair of Seymour Duncan ’59 Humbuckers, creates a range of
unique warm, crisp tones, but with plenty of room for gain. This
guitar features all nickel hardware, ebony fingerboard, staggered
dot Mother of Pearl fret inlays with a Custom Cory Churko inlay
at the 12th fret and 3 stripe body white body binding.

Body: Mahogany body with Solid, Carved AAA Grade
Birds Eye Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl offset dot fret markers with Custom 12th
fret inlay
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers - SH 1-59
Tailpiece & Bridge: Bigsby B5 Tailpiece and TonePros roller saddles
Tuners: Grover Sta-Tite 18:1 97-18 open geared
Hardware: Nickel
Finish: Blue Burst

Co ry Ch u rko Si gnatu re M od el
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WI LL EVAN KOVI CH
The Guess Who
Photo by Mark Walter
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H ERITAGE H O LLOW
The Heritage Hollow is a hybrid, true hollow body
electric Guitar. Its equal parts jazz box, rockabilly country picker and finely tuned rock n roll
machine. A true archtop hollow body, the heritage
hollow features a 3/4" solid carved AA - AAA
Quilt or Flame maple top, solid carved mahogany
back, with no center block aside from a small
support block placed directly under the bridge.
This fusion of traditional and modern design,
coupled with a pair of Seymour Duncan Humbuckers, creates a range of unique warm, crisp tones,
but with plenty of room for gain. This guitar
features all gold hardware, ebony fingerboard,
rectangular Mother of Pearl and Abalone anniversary fret inlays and 3 stripe body binding.
The rich, versatile sound of the Heritage Hollow
is incomparable and will have you covered
no-matter what style of music you're playing.
Body: Mahogany back with Solid Carved
AA-AAA Quilt or Flame Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl and Abalone Rectangle
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers
SH 1-59 (neck) and SH4-JB (bridge)
Bridge: TonePros locking bridge and saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Gold
Finish: Sunburst or Trans Red

H eritage H o llow SB QM

H eritage H o llow TR

H eritage H o llow SB FM
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DC CO U PE D EU CE
The Prestige DC Coupe Series is the hot-rodded, double-cutaway
counterpart to our award-winning single cutaway solid body line.
The DC Coupe “Deuce” is our double pickup model of the Coupe.
The “Deuce” features a solid mahogany body, with 3/4” carved
solid maple top and a knockout double cutaway body shape. The
entire Coupe Series has been given an infusion of rockabilly,
rock-n-roll outlaw styling. To bring the hot rod styling full
circle, we’ve decked the “Deuce” out with metallic finish top
(Black or Red), TV Jones Classic (neck) and Classic Plus (bridge)
pickups, and all chrome hardware including; Bigsby USA B5
Tailpiece, TonePros roller saddle, metal knurled volume/tone
controls and 3 way toggle switch, open-geared Grover Sta-Tite
tuners and a TonePros roller saddle. The DC Coupe is truly a
Custom Shop hot-rod, straight off the rack and ready to rock.

Body: Double Cutaway Solid Mahogany with a
Solid, Carved Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Offset Dot
Pickups: TV Jones Classic (neck) and Classic Plus (bridge),
Direct Mounted
Bridge/Tailpiece: TonePros Intonatable Wraparound Bridge with
Bigsby USA B5
Tuners: Grover 18:1 Sta-Tite 98
Hardware: Chrome
Finish: Metallic Black or Metallic Red

DC Cou pe D euce M B

DC Cou pe D euce M R

DC Cou pe Ace M B

DC Cou pe ACe M G

DC CO U PE ACE
The Prestige DC Coupe Series is the hot-rodded, double-cutaway
counterpart to our award-winning single cutaway solid body line.
The DC Coupe “Ace” is our single pickup model of the Coupe. The
“Ace” features a solid mahogany body, with 3/4” carved solid maple
top and a knockout double cutaway body shape. The entire Coupe
Series has been given an infusion of rockabilly, rock-n-roll
outlaw styling. To bring the hot rod styling full circle, we’ve
decked the “Ace” out with metallic finish top (Gold or Black), TV
Jones Classic Plus Bridge pickup (direct mounted) and all chrome
hardware including; chrome metal knurled volume/tone controls,
open-geared Grover Sta-Tite tuners and a vintage inspired
TonePros wraparound bridge. This single pickup version keeps
things straight ahead and simple. The DC Coupe “Ace” is truly a
Custom Shop hot-rod, straight off the rack and ready to rock.

Body: Double Cutaway Solid Mahogany with a
Solid, Carved Maple Top
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Offset Dot
Pickups: TV Jones Classic Plus Bridge, Direct Mounted
Bridge: TonePros Intonatable Wraparound Bridge
Tuners: Grover 18:1 Sta-Tite 98
Hardware: Chrome
Finish: Metallic Black Top 0r Metallic Gold
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NYS STAN DARD
The NYS Standard is a classic vintage style
semi-hollow body guitar. Featuring an arched
maple top and back, and a solid center block,
the NYS allows you to coax an amazing amount
of sustain out of each note. The 24 3/4” scale
give this guitar a jazzy feel but don’t let that
fool you. There is more than enough midrange
punch in this design to confuse it with a solid
body when called upon; and you’ll be able to
cover anything in the rock spectrum without an
ounce of trouble. A pair of Seymour Duncan
alnico P90’s enhance the vintage tones of this
guitar. Smooth and glassy, while round and warm
in the mids; but with plenty of extra bite and
snarl when you want it.

Body: Semi Hollow, Arched Maple Top and Back,
Solid Center Block
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Dot
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Dual SP-90-1 Alnico
Bridge: TonePros locking bridge and saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Chrome
Finish: Tobacco Sunburst

NYS Stan dard TS

NYS D ELUXE
The NYS Deluxe is the hot-rodded, rockabilly
big brother of the NYS Standard. Single
cutaway, bound F-Holes, arched maple top and
back, and a solid maple center block for
increased sustain and reduced feedback. Piles of
midrange punch in the NYS Deluxe allow you to
cover anything in the rock spectrum without an
ounce of trouble. Dial it back to let those
warm, clear jazz and blues notes ring out. A
pair of Seymour Duncan alnico P90’s enhance the
vintage feel of this guitar. Smooth and glassy,
while round and warm in the mids but with
plenty of extra bite and snarl when you want
it. The “Deluxe” comes in both metallic gold or
metallic charcoal finish, TonePros Locking
Bridge with Roller saddles, and a US Bigsby B7
vibrato. The NYS Deluxe is a dazzling, rock
machine.
Body: Semi Hollow, Arched Maple Top and Back,
Solid Center Block
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 24 3/4”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl and Abalone Rectangle
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Dual SP-90-1 Alnico
Tailpiece & Bridge: Bigsby USA B7 Vibrato,
TonePros locking bridge with roller saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Gold on MG, Chrome on MC
Finish: Metallic Gold or Metallic Charcoal

NYS D eluxe M G

NYS D eluxe M C
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CO RY CH U RKO
Shania Twain
Kelly Clarkson
Photo by Adrian O’Brien
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M USI CIAN PRO TR
The Musician Pro TR is our premier thin line
semi-hollow guitar. A single cutaway maple body,
trans-red finish and a gold US Bigsby B7 Vibrato
are just the start. We use a unique chambered
center block design in this model which cuts
down the weight by leaving the balance of the
body chamber open. Coupled with an arched top
and back, this allows for more acoustic airspace
resulting in more open tones. The 25 1/2” scale
length gives this guitar a much tighter feel
while allowing the strings to ring through and
sustain much longer versus a traditional 24 3/4”
scale guitar. The Pro TR features all gold
hardware and a pair of Seymour Duncan Humbuckers to give you a complete tonal range along
with all the bite and gain you can hope for.
Body: Thinline Semi Hollow, Arched Maple Top
and Back, Chambered Center Block
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25 1/2”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Rectangle
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers - SH 1-59
(neck) and SH4-JB (bridge)
Tailpiece & Bridge: Bigsby USA B7 Vibrato,
TonePros locking bridge with roller saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Gold
Finish: Trans Red

M usi cian Pro TR

M USI CIAN PRO DC
The Musician Pro Double Cutaway is a hard tail,
double cut version of our Musician Pro. A thin
line semi-hollow, the “Pro DC” features a
unique chambered center block design which cuts
down the weight by leaving the balance of the
body chamber open. Coupled with an arched top
and back, this allows for more acoustic airspace
resulting in more open tones. The 25 1/2” scale
length gives this guitar a much tighter feel
while allowing the strings to ring through and
sustain much longer versus a traditional 24 3/4”
scale guitar. The Pro DC features all chrome
hardware including a pair of Seymour Duncan
Humbuckers, to give you a complete tonal range
but with all the bite and gain you can hope for.

Body: Thinline Semi Hollow, Arched Maple Top
and Back, Chambered Center Block
Neck: Solid Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25 1/2”
Fingerboard: Rosewood, 14” Radius
Nut: 1 11/16” TUSQ XL Nut
Inlays: Mother of Pearl Rectangle
Pickups: Seymour Duncan Humbuckers - SH 1-59
(neck) and SH4-JB (bridge)
Bridge: TonePros locking bridge and saddles
Tuners: Grover 18:1
Hardware: Chrome
Finish: Vintage Burst or Cherry Burst

M usi cian Pro DC VB

M usi cian Pro DC CS
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PRESTI GE ECLI PSE
ACO USTI C GU ITARS
The Prestige Eclipse Acoustic is a
Grand Auditorium with cutaway. Each
Eclipse is built by hand and feature
scalloped Adirondack Spruce bracing,
our unique beveled padauk cutaway and
split bone saddles and nut. We use
solid Khaya mahogany necks and ebony
fingerboards, all bound with padauk
and maple, with both soundhole and
body perimeter inlaid with sparkling
abalone.

CO RY CH U RKO
Shania Twain
Kelly Clarkson
Photo by Adrian O’Brien

ECLI PSE KOA
The Eclipse KOA is the flagship in the Prestige
Eclipse line. Featuring a striking solid Koa
top, back and sides, the Eclipse KOA maintains a
completely unique tonal range, best described as
an even blend of Mahogany and Maple. Koa is an
exotic, tropical wood, with a much higher
density than many of the other commonly used
tonewoods. Plenty of midrange stacking coupled
with brightness and top end punch. Top end notes
seem to sparkle. Over time Koa will open up and
the midrange comes into its own, developing a
very well balanced resonance. The Koa/Koa would
be a great selection for both strummers and
fingerpickers alike.
Body: Auditorium Cutaway
Wood: Solid Koa top, back and sides,
Padauk binding and bevel
Neck: Satin Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25.35”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 16” Radius
Nut: 1 3/4” Bone Nut
Saddle & Bridge: Split bone saddle, Ebony Bridge
Tuners: Gotoh 510 (21:1 Ratio), Chrome
with Ebony buttons
Optional Pickup: Fishman Ellipse Matrix Blend

ecli pse Koa
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ECLI PSE SPRU CE ROSEWOOD
The Eclipse Spruce Rosewood maintains an ideal
tonal balance with the combination of solid Indian
Rosewood back and sides, and solid Spruce top.
Many players consider the combination of spruce
top with rosewood back and sides, to be the
standard that all other wood combinations should
be measured against. Spruce as a top wood, has a
very broad dynamic range and crisp delivery
throughout its entirety. Rosewood has a similar
basic tone to mahogany, but it’s as though you’ve
taken the highs and lows and expanded the range
in both directions. The bright end is sparkling
and crisp and the low end is deep and booming.
The combo of Spruce/Rosewood is tremendously
versatile and can handle nearly any style of
playing from flat-picking to finger picking and
bluegrass with ease.
Body: Auditorium Cutaway
Wood: Solid Spruce top, Solid Rosewood back and
sides, Padauk binding and bevel
Neck: Satin Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25.35”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 16” Radius
Nut: 1 3/4” Bone Nut
Saddle & Bridge: Split bone saddle, Ebony Bridge
Tuners: Gotoh 510 (21:1 Ratio), Chrome
with Ebony buttons
Optional Pickup: Fishman Ellipse Matrix Blend

ecli pse Spruce Rosewood

ECLI PSE CEDAR ROSEWOOD
The Eclipse Cedar Rosewood produces the
warmest and richest tone of all four combos in
our line, with the combination of solid Indian
Rosewood back and sides, and solid Cedar top.
Cedar is a much softer wood, which is the
characteristic responsible for producing such
warmth. By coupling the Cedar top with Rosewood back and sides, we can tap into the best
qualities that Cedar has to offer and enhance
them with the outstanding crispness and extended tonal range of the Rosewood. Cedar has the
unique ability to make quieter tones louder,
but there is an upper volume limit to the wood.
The Cedar Rosewood is ideal for finger picking
with the ability to amplify subtle notes with
added warmth.
Body: Auditorium Cutaway
Wood: Solid Cedar top, Solid Rosewood back and
sides, Padauk binding and bevel
Neck: Satin Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25.35”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 16” Radius
Nut: 1 3/4” Bone Nut
Saddle & Bridge: Split bone saddle, Ebony Bridge
Tuners: Gotoh 510 (21:1 Ratio), Chrome
with Ebony buttons
Optional Pickup: Fishman Ellipse Matrix Blend

ecli pse Cedar Rosewood
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ECLI PSE SPRU CE MAH OGANY
The Eclipse Mahogany features solid book
matched Khaya Mahogany back and sides, with
hand selected solid Spruce top. Coupling the
mahogany back and sides with a Spruce top,
allows us to maintain the clarity and crisp
articulation in the upper range, while amplifying the thick midrange that mahogany can
produce. That midrange stacking or blooming
effect produces a very balanced tone.
Spruce/Mahogany has a rich history as a
tonewood combo, and would be recognizable
almost instantly from the years of country and
blues recordings it has left its mark on.
Spruce/Mahogany is also well known to be one
of the absolute best combos for amplification or
recording, due to its balanced tone.
Body: Auditorium Cutaway
Wood: Solid Spruce top, Solid Mahogany back and
sides, Padauk binding and bevel
Neck: Satin Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25.35”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 16” Radius
Nut: 1 3/4” Bone Nut
Saddle & Bridge: Split bone saddle, Ebony Bridge
Tuners: Gotoh 510 (21:1 Ratio), Chrome
with Ebony buttons
Optional Pickup: Fishman Ellipse Matrix Blend

ecli pse Spruce Mah ogany
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LEGACY KOA
The Legacy KOA is perhaps the most eye-catching model in our
Legacy line. Featuring a striking solid Koa top, back and sides,
the Legacy KOA maintains a completely unique tonal range, best
described as an even blend of Mahogany and Maple. Koa is an
exotic, tropical wood, with a much higher density than many of
the other commonly used tonewoods. Plenty of midrange stacking
coupled with brightness and top end punch. Top end notes seem to
sparkle. Over time Koa will open up and the midrange comes into
its own, developing a very well balanced resonance. The Koa
would be a great selection for both strummers and fingerpickers
alike. The Legacy Koa has a natural gloss finish top, sides and
back with a beautiful herringbone, maple, white and black stripe
soundhole rosette. The entire body is bound in maple with
herringbone purfling and back centre stripe. Neck and headstock
are bound in maple and padauk and the ebony fingerboard adorned
with understated, vintage style mother of pearl inlay.

Body: OM
Wood: Solid Hawaiian Koa Top, Back and Sides
Neck: Satin Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25.39”
Fingerboard: Ebony, 16” Radius
Nut: 1 3/4” Bone Nut
Saddle & Bridge: Single bone saddle, Ebony Bridge
Tuners: Gotoh 510 (21:1 Ratio), Chrome with Ebony buttons
Optional Pickup: LR BAGGS

Legacy Koa
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LEGACY SPRU CE ROSEWOOD
The Legacy Spruce Rosewood maintains an ideal tonal balance with
the combination of solid Indian Rosewood back and sides, and solid
Spruce top. Many players consider the combination of spruce top
with rosewood back and sides, to be the standard that all other
wood combinations should be measured against. Spruce as a top
wood, has a very broad dynamic range and crisp delivery throughout its entirety. Rosewood has a similar basic tone to mahogany,
but it’s as though you’ve taken the highs and lows and expanded
the range in both directions. The bright end is sparkling and
crisp and the low end is deep and booming. The combo of
Spruce/Rosewood is tremendously versatile and can handle nearly
any style of playing from flat-picking to finger picking and
bluegrass with ease. The Legacy Spruce Rosewood has a natural
gloss finish top, sides and back, with a beautiful herringbone,
white and black stripe soundhole rosette. The entire body is
bound in ivoroid with herringbone purfling and back centre
stripe. Neck and headstock are bound in maple and ebony and the
ebony fingerboard adorned with understated, vintage style mother
of pearl inlay.
Body: OM
Wood: Solid Sitka Spruce top, Solid Indian Rosewood back and sides
Neck: Satin Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25.39”
Fingerboard: Ebony
Nut: 1 3/4” Bone Nut
Saddle & Bridge: Single bone saddle, Ebony Bridge
Tuners: Gotoh 510 (21:1 Ratio), Chrome with Ebony buttons
Optional Pickup: LR BAGGS

Legacy Spruce Rosewood

LEGACY SPRU CE MAH OGANY
The Legacy Spruce Mahogany features solid book matched Khaya
Mahogany back and sides, with solid hand selected Spruce top.
Coupling the mahogany back and sides with a Spruce top, allows
us to maintain the clarity and crisp articulation in the upper
range, while amplifying the thick midrange that mahogany can
produce. That midrange stacking or blooming effect produces a
very balanced tone. Spruce/Mahogany has a rich history as a
tonewood combo, and would be recognizable almost instantly from
the years of country and blues recordings it has left its mark
on. Spruce/Mahogany is also well known to be one of the absolute
best combos for amplification or recording, due to its balanced
tone. The Legacy Spruce Mahogany has a tobacco-burst gloss
finish top with dark espresso stained gloss sides and back. The
entire body is bound in tortoise, with a single herringbone
rosette around the soundhole while the ebony fingerboard adorned
with understated, vintage style mother of pearl inlays.

Body: OM
Wood: Solid Sitka Spruce top, Mahogany back and sides
Neck: Satin Mahogany, C shaped
Scale: 25.39”
Fingerboard: Ebony
Nut: 1 3/4” Bone Nut
Saddle & Bridge: Single bone saddle, Ebony Bridge
Tuners: Gotoh 510 (21:1 Ratio), Chrome with Ebony buttons
Optional Pickup: LR BAGGS
Finish: Tobaccol Burst

Legacy Spruce Mah ogany
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REX BROWN
Rex Brown Solo
Pantera
KDH
Photo by Adrian O’Brien
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